Neutron scattering experiments on fully deuterated liquid N-methylformamide DCONDCD3 at various temperatures and under pressure. Comparison to X-ray results.
Neutron scattering experiments are performed on fully deuterated liquid N-methylformamide (C2D5NO) at various temperatures and under pressure. The recorded data at atmospheric pressure and room temperature are analyzed to yield the molecular form factor and the distinct pair correlation function. Our measurements clearly show that the hydrogen-bond network, of which the parameters are deduced, persists locally in the liquid. The experimental structure factor could be explained in terms of short-range crystal structure. The r(N...O) distance decreases with increasing temperature from 293 to 398 K, whereas no significant variation of the intermolecular structure is detected when varying pressure from 1 bar to 4 kbar. Along the study, some comparison is made with complementary X-ray results.